Springs student reportedly threatened to bring a gun to school

COLORADO SPRINGS, Colo. (KKTV) - A student was issued a summons after making threats to bring a gun to school in Colorado Springs.

The police department is reporting the threats were made on Tuesday from a student at Galileo School of Math and Science. The school is off of Union between Constitution Avenue and Palmer Park Boulevard. A tip came in through Safe2Tell regarding a student threatening to bring a gun to school the following day. The student was released to a parent after being issued the summons.

Police are reporting the student was contacted and admitted to making threatening statements. Police say it was determined the student had no access to any kind of weapons.

"There is no danger to students or the school at this time," police wrote on their crime blotter website.

You can make an anonymous tip to Safe2Tell by calling 1-877-542-7233.